
Prep. Pop Quiz No.8

Date : Scores : Name :

71. He is __________ his brother.
A) of B) like C) likes D) above

72. Have you seen a man __________ white hair and glasses?
A) in B) with C) on D) of

73. I don't know anybody __________ him.
A) at B) on C) like D) of

74. The lady was dressed __________ blue.
A) of B) with C) on D) in

75. I saw the lady __________ a black hat __________ .
A) with, on B) with, in C) with, up D) with, of

76. I'll be here __________ 8 pm.
A) by B) till C) to D) at

77. Will it possible for you to wait __________ me?
A) to B) until C) for D) at

78. Your test scores aren't __________ yet.
A) out B) in C) off D) still

79. I don' t have enough money __________ me.
A) with B) on C) of D) for

80. The cherry trees are not __________ blossom.
A) yet B) on C) in D) for
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Prep. Pop Quiz No.8 - Keys -

71. B) like 72. B) with 73. C) like 74. D) in 75. A) with, on
76. B) till 77. C) for 78. B) in 79. A) with 80. C) in

71. He is like his brother.

72. Have you seen a man with white hair and glasses?

73. I don't know anybody like him.

74. The lady was dressed in blue.

75. I saw the lady with a black hat on.

76. I'll be here till 8 pm.

77. Will it possible for you to wait for me?

78. Your test scores aren't in yet.

79. I don' t have enough money with me.

80. The cherry trees are not in blossom.
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